Elton High—Week 13
Friday 10 July 2020

Headteacher’s Weekly Update
It is now 65 school days since the start of the
lockdown, with children being out of 'normal'
school for over twelve weeks. With the national
lockdown now easing and shops, pubs,
restaurants and leisure facilities reopening, it
has been extremely frustrating that schools
have remained closed for the majority of
students. We do now have guidance about
requirements for September and I will be
sending the full details in a separate letter and
information document by the middle of next
week. As stated in last week's bulletin, we will
be reopening for Yr 7 on Thursday September
3rd, Year 7/11 on the 4th, with all year groups
back in school from Monday 7th.
Last week I also referred to our Year 11
students and the plans that are in place for a
September Prom at the Last Drop Village. We
were therefore extremely disappointed to hear
this week that all events at the Last Drop have
been cancelled until after Christmas and we
know this will have caused significant upset and
dismay for the many students who were looking
forward to that event. We have sent a letter to
all Year 11 parents asking for feedback about
the preferred response to this situation - we are
keen to rearrange a leavers' event but need to
think about the practicality of holding such a
gathering at a later point in the year. We
remain committed to celebrating the
achievements of that fantastic year group and
will do all we can to come up with alternative
plans, based on your responses.
We feel that our staff have managed the last
four months extremely well, adapting to the
new way of working so that students have been
able to continue with their studies and receive
support and feedback as required. However, we
are keenly aware that this could not have been

done without the support and patience of
parents/carers at home, while the children
themselves have shown new levels of resilience
and independence that will actually be really
useful for their future patterns of working when
we return to school. Thanks again for your
support throughout this period. The next
challenge is for the return to school in September
and we will continue to work closely with
yourselves to ensure that it is managed as
smoothly and safely as possible. Please look out
for the letter and information that will be sent
next week and, as always, you can contact me
directly via email wiltonj@eltonhigh.bury.sch.uk

General Notices:
London Update
We have received notification from the Local
Authority’s Chubb Insurance that they have
accepted our claim for the London Trip and will
be settling the full amount.
We are now awaiting for the refund to be paid
into our bank account and will organise for
parents to be reimbursed immediately when the
money arrives.

Fantastic news after what feels like a very
long wait! Thanks so much for your
patience with this matter.
We are still waiting for an update on the PGL Trip
claim.

Year 7 Noticeboard
Hello to all Year 7 students, parents,
guardians and our wider families.
Hope you are all keeping well and that you have all
enjoyed attending your KIT meetings this week. It has
been great to see you and have some quality face to
face time.
Well, we now roll into our final week before we break
up for the summer, and I am pleased to say that yet
another week has passed and so many of you are still
working hard and committing to your studies. I have
received further nominations for Year 7 Pupil of the
Week and these students will receive a certificate and
a personalised mystery gift. We hope you enjoy
receiving these in the post - you deserve it!
On our final week, two students will be drawn out to
win a prize. These students will also receive a
certificate in the post and a mystery gift. I only ask
that you send in a photograph of yourself with your
certificate, so we can add the pictures to the new
Elton Times newsletter in September.
Please see our photograph of last week's winner and
Keepy Uppy champion: Niamh McBride.

Weekly Prize Draw:
Alright, are you ready with a drum roll...... and ready
for the winners of our final week's Year 7 Prize Draw...
And the first number is... Number 27... Joe Bird
And the second number is.... Number 119 .... Ava
Kaute
Congratulations to you both.
Remember you have to be in it, to win it.

So, how do you get into the prize draw? Keep
working hard in all of your subjects and ensure you
are handing your work in to your teachers regularly. If
you are establishing good routines, you will be
entered every week.
I have been overwhelmed this week by my own
English class who have produced some amazing
poems in the style of Benjamin Zephaniah's poem:
The British.
Please enjoy the two I have printed. I think they
totally encapsulate our Year 7 school experience. We
are so proud of you ALL!

Pupil of the Week:
Summer Mahon - Excellent work in History
Khiya Sweeney - Excellent work in History
Taha Ahmed - Excellent work in History
Jesse McGinty - An excellent poem in English (please

see our noticeboard)
Charlotte Reeves - An excellent poem in English
(please see our noticeboard)
Isobel Howarth - Excellent work across her subjects
Finally, we would just like to say, that although you
may not have been a winner in the prize draw, you
are all worthy of an award and you should have all
received your card welcoming you to our 'Year 7 - 100
Club'. There will most definitely be a whole year
group reward when you return and I know Mrs Stone
and myself are looking to book a pantomime for us all
once we are able... A super well done to you all!
Just a final note to say a HUGE thank you to all of the
Year 7 students/parents/guardians and wider families
for your care and support. It has truly been a joy being
your Head of Year/Learning Coordinator and I know
your form tutors feel exactly the same. We look
forward to seeing you all in September and I wish you
a safe and restful summer holiday.
Mrs Turbill and the Year 7 Team.

Year 7 Noticeboard
THE MOST IMPORTANT RECIPE!
Jesse McGinty

The ‘Elton’ Poem
Charlotte Reeves 7E1

Take the battle of Hastings, Peasants and the Plague,
Then mix, mix, mix,
Then dazzle some of King Harolds blood and then wait for
954 years,
Now you’re here in 2020 and lets focus on school its lovely
and fun,
But always remember that you have to behave,

The first ingredient added is being young and
enthusiastic,
eager to make friends.
Add a sprinkle of manners and respectfulness,
Along with kindness whilst mixing thoroughly..

You add a bit of English to the cauldron,
Then twinkle a lot of adjectives, nouns and adverbs to
make it more exciting,
We also like a bit of maths here so let's add that,
Now sprinkle a bit of algebra, equations and number,
Then we need to mix,
You can never forget to wear the amazing school uniform,
So let's add some grey, red, black and white and stir for
950 days,
Never ever should you break the rules,
Therefore we will need to dazzle behaviour and dazzle,
Then you mix,
Who’s ever going to forget to add geography to this
wonderful potion,
Let’s add a drop of volcanoes and a dash of earthquakes,
You walk through those doors and you walk to spanish.
We must add our accents, our listening and reading skills,
Then we must mix and mix,

As the years go by the maturity thickens,
And people begin to understand,
Spreading kindness and being caring
All ends up making the mixture taste perfect.
A sprinkle of age and we are 11 entering high
school,
Elton the perfect place,
Add teachers there to encourage resilience
And your parents there to help too.

A heaped teaspoon of the correct uniform is
added in the mixing pot
All smart and in place,
But the best thing to wear,
Is a smile on your face!
As the days,months,years go by,
Age, height and strength is added in the pot.
But the only thing remaining the same,
Is the respectful and kind mindset we have

Now you enter the sports hall and wonder what do I do
now,
Well you dash some, fitness, football and badminton,
Lastly we’ve got science,
We dash some animals, experiments and stars.
Note:If you add all of these to your cauldron you will be a
great student and will achieve everything you want.

Year 11 Yearbook
Calling all Year 11s. Mr Meighan is creating a digital yearbook to share with you all
electronically but he needs contributions! The more input from Year 11 the better it will
be. Please email Mr Meighan with any photographs and also messages / memories for
friends or your form for the message board.

School Uniform Donations
We are keen to replenish our uniform stocks
within school so that spare items can be given to
students as needed.
We would be very grateful to our parents if you
are able to donate any blazers (Boys and Girls) or
skirts that are no longer required. If this is the
case, please drop off these items in Reception
and they will be gratefully received.
Thank you so much for your support with this, it
is greatly appreciated.

Y11 Volunteering Opportunities
As NCS cannot go ahead as planned in the current climate, we have put together a tailored programme for young
people to give something back to their communities. This will enable them to meet new people and gain new skills,
all in a safe, socially distanced environment.
Keep Doing Good is a completely free experience for y11s and y12s. Over five days, groups of up to five young
people will pledge at least 16 volunteering hours with charity partners. This will be based at a local hub in Bury and
all activity will adhere to government and NYA advice. Please find attached information flyer about the programme
which has further details for your students.
If students wish to pledge their time to Keep Doing Good they can sign up online at www.wearencs.com.

Maths Department Update
As we draw near to a well-earned summer
break from the home learning activities, I wish
to acknowledge on behalf of the maths
department the dedication we have seen from
so many in completing their tasks. We miss
seeing our students, and we miss teaching the
subject we love. Hopefully, we will back to
something approaching normality in September.
It goes without saying that the daily interaction
between students and teachers in a classroom
cannot be replicated to the same degree
through distance learning. Despite this,
students have stepped up and, through
necessity, have developed their independent
learning skills. This is perhaps the most
important and valuable learning over the
lockdown period. We appreciate greatly the
considerable support that parents have given,
under difficult circumstances, to enable our
students to adapt over the last few months.

JAMES CHAO Y10
- Working out for
online maths paper

Scott Headley-Price Y9
-external angles

Bradley Sullivan Y9
- circle theorems

Once again, there were many examples of
exemplary home working to choose from. A
sample to illustrate the quality is shown
opposite.
Mr Wilson
Head of Mathematics
Albert Cottam Y8
- substitution

Year 10
Summer School
There will be a Year 10 summer
school this August (25.08.20 to
27.08.20). Invitations have been sent
out already to selected students with
more to follow next week.

Oliver Hopkinson Y8
- estimate complex
calculations

Halle Fitzpatrick Y7
- Venn diagrams
Poppy Kerr Y7
- Venn diagrams

Maths Department Update
Miss Mather’s Year 8 Super Stars
8M4 have been working hard on ratio, time and proportion over the last half term.
I am very proud of the work being submitted – it is very clear that pride and time is being taken in their
work, just like it was in school. Below is a small selection of the work I have received this half term.
Well done!!

Imogen Smith

Olivia Soares

Imogen Haworth-Gibbs

These 3 girls have been ensuring that their work comes in on time each week and completing
everything to a high standard. Fantastic work!!!!

Miss Mather’s Year 7 Super Stars
This week, 7W2 have been learning about probability of events and I have been thoroughly impressed
with the high standards I am seeing. Well done Year 7!

Corinne Newton

Ayaan Janeed

Summer Mahon

Isobel Howarth

Holly Price

History Department Update
For this final edition of the History KiT article, we would all like to congratulate the students for the fantastic work that they have been producing at home under difficult circumstances. We always enjoy receiving it!
This final edition includes just a small selection of the excellent work handed in so far this
week; remember, as always, if you’re work isn’t here, it doesn’t mean we didn’t think it
was amazing.
Have a fabulous summer!
Miss Ryder, Mrs Ball, Mr Dyer and Mrs Hallsworth.

Callum
Spanner

Grace Brierley

William Miles

Billy Barnes

Harry Duffy

History Department Update

Halle Fitzpatrick

Imogen Barnett

Maia Galloway

Max Chamberlain

Joseph Smith

Tom Gibson

English Department Update
Mia Wilde Year 8
Students in year 8 read an extract from a book called
Unstoppable by Dan Freedman. Students really
enjoyed this story that was the LoveReadingforKid’s:
February 2020 Book of the Month.
In the novel, Roxy is angry with her brother Kaine
and attempts revenge by destroying Kaine’s beloved
football boots.
In this response, Mia Wilde imagined she was Roxy
and continued her story. Mia has a prize waiting for
her in reception. Well done Mia.
Half an hour later Simone finished my hair. She loved it;
it was really nice. As she was leaving, Kaine ran in. Taking
off his boots, he said ‘I’m going to kill you Roxy my feet
are all wet and cold! You better get ready I’m going to
get you back don't you worry.’
Roxy's mum looked at her, she just said ‘what?’ and
smirked. She ran to her room. Roxy’s mum led Simone
out and paid her. She went into the kitchen and made
dinner.
The next day was really hot. Roxy got up and got a
shower. She didn’t know that her brother had sneaked
down the stairs and turned the hot water tap on so that
Roxy’s shower went really cold. Laughing to himself,
Kaine thought “that will teach her.”
Smirking, Kaine ran upstairs and got his next part of his
prank ready. As Roxy shivering got her robe on, went to
her room and got changed and she was so mad and cold.
Eventually Kaine’s angry sister barged in his room and
said ‘why did you do that it was freezing?’
Kaine screamed back ‘well you made my feet wet and
cold yesterday.’
The shouting was enough to wake mum and dad up. Dad
stormed in ‘what's going on?’ and then Roxy and Kaine
started screaming at one another. That was enough,
thought mum and she stormed in and shouted ‘cut it out
all of you now! Every one out of here’
Roxy went into her room, Kaine stayed in his room and
the parents went downstairs to make breakfast.
However, Kaine didn’t feel that Roxy’s cold shower was
punishment enough and he was going to use her fear of
insects against her. Kaine snuck downstairs, he went into
the garden with a box and collected some ants and then
he put the ant in his sister's bed.
Roxy was already down stairs. She poured milk on her
cereal but it went bad so she gave it to her brother. She
had beans on toast instead.
Kaine came down stairs he sat down and his sister said
‘here is some cereal’
He said ‘thanks idiot’ he took a spoonful and said
‘ewwwww the milks gone bad you're
going to regret this’.
Their mum said ‘both of you quit it’.

They both had something to do that day. Kaine had
football and Roxy had tennis.
At tea they talked about what they did today they both
started talking about tennis
and football they both said they enjoyed it. It was almost
time for bed. Roxy was
looking for her headphones in Kaine's room. Kaine
entered and said ‘what are you doing
in my room? Get out!’
It was time for bed. Roxy got in her bed and screamed
there were ants all over. She
ran into Kaine’s room and he was laughing. Roxy said
‘I’m going to kill you’ she pushed him.
The parents came in, their mum said “I have had enough
of this silly business no tennis
and no football until you learn to get along.”
Roxy and kaine moaned ‘noooo’.
The next day Roxy woke up and Kaine was there
standing in front of her. She said ‘what are you doing?’
Kaine said ‘I really don't want to miss football so we have
to get along’
Roxy said ‘I know I don't want to miss tennis and I guess I
am fed up of arguing and pranking you.’
Kaine said ‘so you’re on let's make breakfast for mum
and dad’
Roxy said ‘ok’
Their parent came down and said ‘wow’
The kids said ‘we promise that we won't argue as much
and prank as much.’
The parents said 'good you can go to football and tennis
but no more of this nonsense.’
In the end the kids were still quite annoying to each
other but they were a lot nicer.

Mary Seacole
An inspirational person by
Eureka Tshibambe
Mary Seacole was born on the 23rd of November 1805 in
Jamaica/Kingston and died on the 14th of May 1881 in London
Paddington she is married to Edwin Horatio Hamilton Seacole and
she was a nurse

When war broke out in Crimea, Mary travelled to England to volunteer
her services to Florence Nightingale, who was setting up a hospital in
the Crimea. But she was told she was "not needed". So Mary travelled
to the Crimea anyway to set up her own 'hospital'.

She broke social rules and prejudices to travel the
world, run businesses and help those in need – even in
the most dangerous places. Best known for her work as
a nurse in the Crimean War, Mary Seacole will forever
be remembered as an incredible woman and inspiring
role model.

English Department Update
Summer Reading
What could be better than enjoying a least one good
book over the summer holidays?
Mrs Barker is running a Click & Collect service at
the moment using Accessit but you will need to
organise this quickly as we have just one week
until summer.
We all know that a love of reading is one of the
greatest gifts we can pass on to our children.
1.
It develops verbal abilities- meaning that your
child will have a higher level of vocabulary to
use in everyday life.
2.
Improves focus and concentration.
3.
Reading helps improve the world: A study
done by the NEA explains that people who
read for pleasure are more times more likely
(than those that don’t) to visit museums and
attend concerts. And almost three times as
likely to perform volunteer and charity work.
4.
It improves well-being: readers are active
participants in the world around them and
that engagement is critical to individual and
social well-being.
5.
It improves imagination.
6.
Reading makes us smarter: Reading gives
young people a chance to consume huge
amounts of research in a relatively short
amount of time.
7.
People who read - tend to be more
interesting.
8.
Losing yourself in a good text reduces stress.
9.
It improves memory.
10. It is entertaining and most importantly: fun!
What can we do to support reading at home and
over the summer holidays?
 Encourage your child to read everything and
anything- non-fiction is just as important as
fiction. Blogs, reviews, autobiographies and
articles all inspire confidence and most
importantly a love of reading.
 If your child doesn’t want to read- set the
challenge of ten mins a day and build up to a
longer period. You can also offer incentives.
Make a trade of ten mins of reading for ten mins
on a games console for instance.
 If your child is a reluctant reading why not try
graphic novels.
 Children- even older children- love to be read to.
Why not share a book together?

 Talk about the themes of a shared text.
 Make sure your children see you enjoying reading.
 Audio books can be a great way to engage with a
















book. Listening and reading along with a book is a
great way to build reading stamina and helping
students pick up speed when reading. There are
loads of free examples of these on YouTube.
There are loads of dyslexia friendly books- these
books can appeal to any reader not just readers
with dyslexia due to their excellent plots and
readable fonts.
Our school LRC has lots of amazing books. There is
even a KS4 with a collection of books classed as
Young Adult.
Mrs Barker is running a Click & Collect service at
the moment using Accessit but you will need to
organise this quickly as we have just one week
until summer.
You could visit the website Lovereading4kids. This
is a fantastic free website dedicated to developing
a love of reading. The website has free extracts,
articles by favourite authors and lots of
recommendations. There is a kidszone with games
and competitions.
BookTrust is a wonderful website that has a
section called: “What to read next?” This is great
for our Harry Potter and Diary of a Wimpy Kids fans
who just don’t know what to read next. Your child
could even take the quiz on which of the top 100
books they have already read!
Bury library are offering free audio books, eBooks
and magazines. Libraries are free to use and you
can contact Bury library on 0161 253 5872 to join.
Pop down to your local book store or the book
aisle in your supermarket.
If you need any help please contact your child’s
English teacher.

If you liked Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff
Kinney, here are some books like this:

English Department Update
If you loved the Hunger Games why not try:

What do our students read?
The book I would recommend is ‘Flora and Grace’, I'm
not sure who the author is as I can't seem to find the
overlay of it where it's written! I love this book
because it has so much detail and you really feel like
you know the characters. It's so hard to find a new
book after reading this incredible book and it's
definitely a must read in my opinion. YEAR 8 Student.
Twilight, it's a book about a girl who goes to a new
school and meets a 117 year old vampire who is in
school by the name of Edward Cullen. It's a very
addicting series and ever since I read them me and my
best friend have had arguments over whether to be
Team Edward or Team Jacob. It was written by
Stephenie Meyer. YEAR 8 Student

If you can’t get enough of Jacqueline Wilson,
you might want to try:

Lord Of The Flies is one of the greatest books I’ve ever
read. It is about a group of boys who end up on an
island with no grown ups. It is not a book for the faint
hearted. YEAR 11 Student.

If sport is your passion, try:

Student Reading Competition

But there are so many more
amazing texts why not order a book
using click and collect.

We want your reading emails!
Every time you read a great book Mrs Stone wants to hear about
it via school email using READING as your subject.
All you have to do is:

Email Mrs Stone telling her what you have read

Who wrote it

Why you enjoyed it

Please email using your school email account only
Every time you email about a book or fiction texts that you have
read, you will be entered into a prize drawer for a family cinema
voucher. There will be other prizes for best email and most
books read (such as a lunch time take out for you and a group of
friends). So what are you waiting for – get reading!

RE Department Update
Miss Rafiq’s Year 10 Megastars:
Year 10 have just completed a GCSE unit called Religion and Life, and will complete
their end of unit assessment next week.

This unit contains topics that, in a classroom setting, generate a lot of lively
discussion. This includes the exploration of religious teachings and personal beliefs
on the treatment of animals, abortion, euthanasia and life after death.
I was worried that remote learning would greatly affect the impact of these topics,
yet the following students submitted thorough and thoughtful responses week
after week:

PE Department Update
Our first group of pupils on the new 3G pitch!
Football drills and fitness

NEW Artificial Grass
Sports Area

Tiger Turf 3G Pitch
◦Plastic-studded footwear
only

Tiger Turf 3G Pitch

Tiger Turf is SAFE in all
weathers so be
prepared to go
outside in the rain
and snow!

https://skschoolkits.co.uk/

◦No metal studs
◦No blades
◦No AstroTurf trainers
◦No trainers
◦No flat soled shoes
Please ensure you have appropriate kit for going outside

Tiger Turf 3G Pitch
Not sure if your boots are OK?
◦Go on the SportsDirect.com website
◦Go to football
◦Go to surface type
◦Artificial grass or firm are all OK for
TigerTurf

Virtual Sports Day
◦Please sign up to
the Keeping Fit at
Home Google
Classroom: 457u37f
Follow our twitter
page @eltonhighpe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrVh1_UDk4g

MFL Department Update
Year 7 end activity fun!

Our final Kahoot
Leaderboard! Well done to all
who participated! We maxed
out the entries!

Alfie Wardle watching
a show in Spanish!

Imogen Barnett really
focused on the revision
activities!

Amina Hashimi was
very competitive at our
Kahoot!

Charlotte Reeves
making some excellent
notes on her Teach Vid
challenge!

Heidi Aspinall completed
her video with 83%!

Year 8 end activity fun!

Charlotte Whittle did
some excellent work
based on the video!
Our Year 8’s competing in
our Kahoot!

Lauren Dennis worked
super hard to complete
many of the tasks!

Thomas Denith achieved
a fantastic score on his
video questions!

Year 9 end activity fun!

Our Kahoot Podium! Pupils became
very competitive! Well done to all
who participated!

Year 9 watched some tricky
videos in Spanish and tried
to pick up new vocabulary!

Max Cross
Leon Holman
Neve Cross
Charlie Holt
Scarlett Cunningham
Isobel Howarth
Luke Drinnan
James Howe
Alena Dzafic
Tino Jeremiah
William Farnworth Blake Jones
Harrison Fisher
Kaitlin Kay-Walker
Halle Fitzpatrick
Poppy Kerr
Maia Galloway
Michael Kilpatrick
Florence Livesey
Tom Gibson
Ruby Graham
Harry Lund
Amelia Lyne
Freddie Gundry
Amina Hashimi
Summer Mahon
Declan Haworth
Oliver Mallalieu
Jessica Heyes
Niamh McBride
Ella Holden
Jesse McGinty
Myla Holloway
Matilda McGough

Zach Mullen
Jemima Miles
Lewis Miller
Holly Murray
Emily Myatt
Corrine Newton
Breguy Pananzila
Lily Powell
Charlotte Reeves
Hannah Rigby
Kyle Robinson
Imogen Roddy
Sara Shokatyan
Dominic Slater
Joseph Smith
Mia Smith
Dylan Southworth

Callum Tattersall
Alfie Tucker
Olver Turmore
GeorgeAnna Walker
Zak Walsh
Grace Ward
Alfie Wardle
Kalista Weaver
Indie Withington

Olivia Gray worked
hard and enjoyed
the video task!

The French past tense
was our focus this
term!

Amina Saidyleigh scoring
high answering
questions about the
French video!

Ameenah Ahmed
Ahmed Alradi
Phoebe Anderson
Tilly Armer
Heidi Aspinall
Jude Barnes
Imogen Barnett
Daniel Bell
Isabelle Bennett
Ellen Brundrit
Thomas Burgess
Holly Calvert
Ava Campbell
Lilah Capps
Max Chamberlain
Matthew Chew
Joseph Critchley

Anderson Bailey-Gray
Joah Butler
Harry Cain
Rebecca Chadwick
Bethany Corrie
Amy Cottingham
Millie Cunningham-Cooper
Lauren Dennis
Thomas Dentith
Zoe Diamanti
Ellie Fish

Thierry Gallagher
Anna Gisbourne
Olivia Gray
Lauren Hainsworth
Dolice Hansler
Niamh Hardman
Imogen Haworth
Hannah Hill
Zach Hirst
Oliver Hopkinson
Megan Howarth
Corey Hoyle

Olivia Edge created a
Masterpiece of a Spanish trip
using authentic postcards!

Our amazing pupils
completing their
activities!

We want to say a big thank you to everyone who has managed to
complete some of their French or Spanish work during lockdown as we
really appreciate everyone's efforts at this difficult time.
We would like to give a special mention to these people who have
completed every single task to a really high standard.

Colby Allen
Ellie Armstead
Darcy Ashworth
Amy Barlow
Reece Bates
Emma Broome
Harry Burgess
Eve Chrisp
Mia Davenport
Rachael Filkins
Olivia Hamilton
Harrison Hill
Ellie Holland
Matthew Jackson
Nina Jones
Rebecca Kenyon
Hannah Keown
Luca Kneale

Caleb Kynaston
Holly Mackay
Emily Marsden
Jason Moorhouse
Knikita Nabb
Ruby Ndukongo
Caitlin Nowell
Joshua Pitt
Suhayb Qureshi
Hussain Rahman
Charlie Richards
Rubi-Lea Richards
Levi Seale
Billie Smith
Bradley Sullivan
Charlie Teale
Luke White

Tom Hulse
Jessica Kenyon
Habibah Kosar
Lily Maskrey
Ruby Smith
Olivia Soares
Madeleine Wallis
Lori Watters
Jack Weston
Charlotte Whittle
Mia Wilde
Jacob Yau

Design Tech Department Update
Year 7 were asked to describe what they liked best about
Design Technology. This information would then be
useful for a year 6 student who will be coming to the
school next year. These are fantastic examples of the
students' work. Please read the comments, they
provide a great insight into the subject.

The best 4 topics in d&t
Imogen Barnett

The teachers in the
tech department
All of the teachers in the tech
department will always help you
so there is no need to worry when
you are stuck. They make you
feel comfortable, safe (which is
always a good thing) and they are
very helpful.

Food tech making
veggie wraps
The very first week of making food in food tech,
we made rainbow veggie wraps with cucumber,
carrots, humous, beetroot and peppers. It was fun
and was good because it was our first time doing
it together and they were nice. But don’t worry if
you don’t like them you don’t have to use them. In
this lesson you can be creative and sometimes
clumsy but that’s the good thing about making it,
yet, there are some rules; always be safe whilst
using equipment, listen to the teachers, put the
equipment away when told and have fun! Unless
you hate cooking, you will like this lesson and just
remember to be creative.

Product and design making a
tower out of straw
In product design one of the first tasks we did was
make a tower out of art straw and balance a
marble on it and the tallest tower won! The
teachers gave you 15 art straws per team and you
would normally be teamed with the people you
are sat near. This activity is fun to do and is funny
when the tower falls over. In this activity you
should always be creative because you will never
what will happen and don’t argue with your
teammates, it just ruins the fun. You also need to
remember the structure and how it will help the
tower to stand up because you will be learning
about that.

Student development
day; stem
For one of the student development days, we
did a thing called stem what stands for science
technology engineering maths. It was exciting
because we made these small cars out of
foam and then we went outside to test how far
they travelled. You get numbered and put into
random teams normally of 4 or 5 and then you
get given your materials. I think this is a very
creative activity and is good for learning
engineering. This just shows how creative and
fun tech is so you should be excited for that
lesson!

Science Update—Physics
This week Mrs Colyer’s Year 9 students have been
looking for example of high and low friction
around around their homes and investigating how
much friction there is on different surfaces.

Year 10 have been studying sound
waves. This week they used
information from the University of
Salford, to research careers in the field
of acoustics that involve a knowledge
of sound. A surprising number of jobs
fall into this category!

Acoustical Engineering
Acoustical engineering is a branch of acoustics that deals with
sound and vibration. Acoustical engineers are usually concerned
about the design, analysis and control of sound. Many acoustical
engineers work with architects to help design buildings in order
to control sound diffraction, refraction, absorption and
reverberation.
Employers typically require an acoustic engineer to have at least
a 4 year degree in electrical engineering or of a similar field.
Skills needed for this career: Having technical
and mechanical knowledge in the field (relating
to physics, music, audiology and architecture)
Ability to work well with a team
Excellent written and verbal
communication skills
Problem solving skills
Excellent hearing
Acoustic engineers roughly earn around 25k-35k,
depending on experience and role in the job.

This is a brilliant example of the
research from Emma

Science Update—Physics
Underwater Acoustics
Underwater acoustics is the study of propagation of
sound in water and the interaction of the mechanical
waves that constitute sound with the water. THe
water may be in the ocean, a lake, a river or a tank.
Sound underwater is made by a variety of natural
sources including breaking waves, rain and marine life.
Alternatively, it can be generated by man-made
sources such as ships, submarines and military sonars.
Employers typically require an underwater acoustics
engineer to have studied for a degree in maths,
engineering or physics, although it is possible to start with degrees in music
technology or environmental science.
Skills needed for this career:
To be thorough and pay attention to detail
Knowledge of computer operating systems
The ability to work well with others
Knowledge of engineering science and technology
The ability to accept criticism and work well under pressure
To be flexible and open to change
Underwater acousticians roughly earn around 35k-135k, depending on experience
and role in the job.

Mrs Colyer’s Superstars

Mr Khan’s Superstars

Year 9

Year 10

Year 9

Year 10

Grace Pilkington
Colby Allen
Olivia Hamilton
Harrison Hill
Ellie Holland
Rebecca Kenyon
Caleb Kynaston
Kathryn Livesey
Emily Marsden
Leah Minshull
Caitlin Nowell
Katie Rayner
Caitlin Small
Alex Yates
Sophie Bebbington
Harry Burgess
Ethan Jones
Kayleigh Rayner
Isabelle Sellstrom
Rhys Williams
Ellie McCullock
Alisha Crawford
Ellie Armstead

David Chew
Emma Halpin-Foden
Joe Hamer
Macy Kerr
Dan Palfrey
Emma Wild
Bailey Withington
Noah Wright-Veale
Javaid Akthar
Hassan Ali
Sienna Brown
Theo Gallagher
Ellie Lee Kershaw
Michael Moldauer
Edward Russell
Owen Self
Sumayyah Ahmed
Grace Gibson
Josh Mcbride
Paige Naylor
Emily Petch

Ahmed Ali
Amy Barlow
Reece Bates
Olivia Edge
Haariss Fiaz
Lucy Gibbs-Lomax
Holly Mackay
Thomas Murnane
Antea Myers
Kniktia Nabb
Charlie Richards
Rubi Lea-Richards
James Rothwell
Charlie Shine

Lydia Brooks
Paisley Carmichael
Daniella Cooper
Elle Carter
Jacob Doughty
Sarah Ford
Evie Ford
Millie Greatbanks
Janet Moorhouse
Lucy Rigg
Paige Owen
Paige Newton
Kian Powers
Lydia Wilkinson

Students of the week
Top of the class
for the waves quiz:Paige Newton
Lydia Brooks

Science Update—Physics
In Physics this week, Year 9 had to explain how energy is shifted by the processes of conduction, convection and
radiation. They had to link this understanding to previous work on insulation and evaluate how to prevent
these processes happening and answer an exam question on the topic.

PowerPoint presentation by Amy Barlow

Poster by Olivia Edge

Mr Khan’s
Student of the term
Knikita Nabb
Knikita has made an outstanding effort
to complete all tasks to a very high
standard. She has responded to
feedback and improved her work
throughout the term.
This week she produced a poster
using key words and labelled particle
diagrams to explain the processes.
Knikita researched the different
processes, made notes in her own
words
and
linked
experiment
examples to how each process works.

PowerPoint presentation by Lucy Gibbs-Lomax

ICT Department
Update

Pupils in KS3 have been completing the Inspiring Digital
Enterprise Award, known as iDEA. It covers a whole host
of digital skills and is recognised throughout industry. It’s
the digital version of the Duke Of Edinburgh award and
perfect for the current climate!
Pupils need 250 points for a Bronze Certificate, which they
can either print at home or request a copy to be posted to
school, they are very nice certificates too! The can add
these to their portfolio for future applications to college or
employment. They can then move on to the Silver
Certificate, for which they need 400 points. Gold is
currently under development.
If you were expecting to find you childs name below but
they have not been included this week, there are a
number of possible reasons. Firstly that they completed
the award after the statistics had been collated for the
week or secondly that they are not enrolled into their
class. This can be remedied, following one of the
following methods. 1) The class teacher can issue you with
a link that, when clicked, will automatically enrol them in
the correct class and thus they will appear on our school
results. All previous work will carry over, none will be lost.
Links may be found also on the assignment set each week
on Google Classroom. 2) If you would prefer, you can add
the class code yourselves to your childs profile following
the instructions emailed out to all KS3 pupils by Mrs
Gagne prior to lockdown, the class codes are at the end of
the pdf document attached for IDEA. Hope this helps
anyone that has been understandably disappointed not to
have the recognition they so rightfully deserve.
Congratulations to our new Bonze Award winners!

Dylan Brooks
Lauren Hainsworth
Zach Hirst
Amina Saidyliegh
Olivia Edge

8
8
8
8
9

And an AMAZING well
done to our new Silver
Award winner!
Michael Kilpatrick, year 7

Fantastic achievements, we are so proud of you!
Mr Arshad, Mrs Gagne & Mrs Bajwa

This is the last issue of the KIT—we hope that it has been
informative and you have enjoyed reading!

